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Massively Screening the Temporal Spectra of 
Single Nanoparticles to Uncover the Mechanism of 
Nanosynthesis
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  1.     Introduction 

 Nanosynthesis is the basis of nanotechnology and its applica-

tions. However, the synthesis of nanoparticles is sensitive to 

many factors, such as the surfactant used, the reaction time, 

temperature, pressure and so on. Even if a certain factor 
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 Nanosynthesis is the basis of nanotechnology and its applications. It is necessary 
to understand the growth mechanism of nanoparticles and the functions of growth 
factors. An effective way to study the synthesis is at the single nanoparticle level. This 
study reports a single nanoparticle spectrometer, which is based on a commercial 
dark-fi eld microscopy and a group of narrowband fi lters. This spectrometer has 
many advantages, such as high light transparency (35%–75%), low cost (<$1500), 
massive screening (≈200 nanoplates at a time), and a high time resolution (<5 s). 
By using this spectrometer, the galvanic replacement reaction (GRR) is studied on 
single Ag nanoplates in situ and in real time. The research reveals that GRR on single 
Ag nanoplates has three different types according to the change of peak wavelength 
during reaction. Such diverse reaction types can be attributed to the different relative 
reaction rates of GRR on the faces and edges of Ag nanoplate with different facets. 
Further research shows that the relative reaction rates of different facets vary a lot 
under different concentrations of tri-sodium citrate. This research successfully 
demonstrates that the new single nanoparticle spectrometer can study the growth of 
single nanoparticles and the effect of growth factors. 
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is only slightly adjusted, the fi nal product of nanoparticles 

could be greatly different. As a result, a nanoparticle mix-

ture with diverse sizes and shapes is usually obtained 

through nanosynthesis. Therefore, to effectively control the 

synthesis of nanoparticle, it is necessary to understand the 

functions of these factors during nanosynthesis. 
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 A galvanic replacement reaction (GRR) is recognized as 

a powerful method to engineer the properties of metal nano-

structures, including catalysis [ 1,2 ]  and plasmonics [ 3 ]  of metal 

nanostructures. Xia and co-workers originally reported the 

use of a GRR with nanoscale objects to synthesize a hollow 

Au nanostructure from Ag nanoparticles. [ 4 ]  Based on this 

effective method, many nanostructures, such as hollow nano-

spheres, [ 5 ]  nanoboxes, [ 6 ]  and nanotubes [ 7 ]  were prepared 

successfully. To synthesize the target nanoparticles, it is nec-

essary to understand the growth mechanism of the target 

nanoparticles and the functions of different factors. An effec-

tive way to study the synthesis is via the single nanoparticle 

method, which can reveal additional information that is con-

cealed within an average measurement. 

 Dark-fi eld spectroscopy has been used to study the prop-

erties of single nanoparticles, [ 8–10 ]  because this method has a 

very low background and very high sensitivity. In particular, 

the Ag and Au nanoparticles with localized surface plasmon 

resonance (LSPR) properties strongly scatter light, and can 

be detected using dark-fi eld spectroscopy. [ 7,11–15 ]  In addition, 

this resonance is strongly dependent on the geometric para-

meters of these nanoparticles. [ 6,12,16 ]  This method has been 

used for noble metal nanoparticles regarding the Raman 

enhancement effect, the click reaction, drug delivery capacity, 

and DNA probe functions test. [ 17,18 ]  

 The scattering intensity of a nanoparticle is so strong 

that the spectrum of a nanoparticle at the single nanopar-

ticle level can be measured. Initially, the spectra of nano-

particles were taken through a commercial spectrometer 

consisting of a monochromator with a slit. [ 11,12,19,20 ]  This 

method could obtain a highly accurate spectrum of one or a 

few single nanoparticles, but only a limited number of nano-

particles could be studied at a time. To improve the effi ciency, 

researchers removed the slit to obtain multiple spectra in a 

single acquisition. [ 13,21,22 ]  However, the spectra and the scat-

tering points sometimes overlapped with each other. In addi-

tion, other researchers have used a spatially addressable 

electronic shutter based on a liquid crystal device to inves-

tigate particles that were randomly deposited on a substrate, 

a technique that was orders of magnitude faster than other 

techniques used for this purpose. [ 14,15 ]  The light transparency 

was usually less than 50%, which limited the intensity of inci-

dent light. Therefore, it is still necessary to develop better 

spectral analysis technology to study the reaction on a single 

nanoparticle in situ and in real time. 

 The spectrum of a nanoparticle contains abundant infor-

mation regarding size, structure, and composition. [ 6,12,16,23 ]  

The light scattering intensity of a nanoparticle is proportional 

to the square of the particle volume. [ 15 ]  The peak wave-

length of the nanoparticle is usually proportional to its aspect 

ratio, [ 6,12,16,24,25 ]  which generally can be expressed as follows 

 /r L H=     ( 1)  

 where  r  is the aspect ratio,  L  is the longitudinal size of the 

nanoparticle (the edge length of a Ag nanoplate is used 

here), and  H  is the thickness or width of the nanopar-

ticle (the thickness of a Ag nanoplate is used here). When 

a GRR happens on a single Ag nanoparticle, the edge 

length and the thickness of Ag nanoplate decrease, and the 

aspect ratio of the nanoplate is described by the following 

equation 

 ( )/( )r L L H H= − Δ − Δ     ( 2)  

 where Δ L  is the change in longitudinal size, and Δ H  is the 

change in thickness or width. According to the literature, a 

higher aspect ratio usually results in a higher surface plasmon 

resonance peak wavelength in a nanoparticle with a similar 

longitudinal size. [ 26 ]  Since a Ag nanoplate has very thin thick-

ness of ≈7 nm, the aspect ratio will undergo a large change 

even with a small change in the thickness. For example, if 

the reaction rates on the sides and edges of a model nano-

plate with 70 nm edge size and 7 nm thickness ( r  = 10) are all 

1 nm min −1 , the aspect ratio  r  will increase to 13.6 after only 

1 min reaction. 

 In order to reveal the information regarding size, struc-

ture, and composition, [ 6,12,16,23 ]  it is needed to take the spectra 

of single nanoparticles at high time resolution and spectral 

accuracy. However, the time resolutions of the current tech-

niques are only 10–20 s, [ 11 ]  60 s, [ 27 ]  and 10–60 s, [ 16 ]  which are 

not high enough. The effi ciency [ 11,12,19,20 ]  and light transpar-

ency [ 14,15 ]  are not high enough either. Therefore, in this paper, 

we report on a homebuilt spectrometer, that is based on a 

commercial dark-fi eld microscopy and narrowband fi lters. 

This spectrometer has many advantages, such as high light 

transparency (35%–75%), low cost (<$1500), massively 

screening (≈200 nanoplates at a time), and a high time resolu-

tion (<5 s). Through this spectrometer, we studied the GRR 

on single Ag nanoplates in situ and in real time. The research 

reveals that GRR on single Ag nanoplates can be strongly 

affected by different facets and capping ligand.  

  2.     Results and Discussion 

  2.1.     Working Principle for the Homebuilt Single Nanoparticle 
Spectrometer 

 The homebuilt single nanoparticle spectrometer is based on 

a commercial dark-fi eld microscopy and some narrowband 

fi lters as shown in  Figure    1  A. Twenty-fi ve narrowband fi lters 

(see Figure S1 for their transparency, Supporting Informa-

tion) were mounted in a round rotation panel, which was 

driven by a computer controlled stepmotor (Figure  1 A). 

The narrowband fi lters in the rotation panel were installed 

between a white light source and the dark-fi eld condenser to 

obtain a narrowband light source for the LSPR of single Ag 

nanoplates. The scattering signal from the single Ag nano-

plates was detected with an ANDOR Ixon DU-897D-CS0-

#BV electron-multiplying CCD (EMCCD) camera that was 

operated at 50 ms frame rate. Additional details can be found 

in the Experimental Section. 

  If the rotation panel starts rotating from the #1 fi lter 

(Figure  1 B), the wavelength for the fi rst narrowband light 

source will be 400 nm. The wavelength for the narrowband 

light source will change repeatedly in the order of 400, 420, 

436, 451, 470, 489, 510, 529, 551, 571, 590, 614, 630, 651, 669, 
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690, 713, 733, 753, 771, 788, 808, 829, 851, and 880 nm, as the 

panel continue to rotate. At each fi lter, the rotation panel will 

stop for a moment (200 ms was used in this study) to acquire 

the image of single Ag nanoplates (Figure S2, Supporting 

Information). 

 The following equation was used to calculate the normal-

ized scattering spectra  I  sc ( λ   i  ) of single nanoplates with the 

narrowband light source of a certain wavelength  λ i   
[ 11 ] 

 
( ) ( ( ) ( ))/ ( )scI S R Ri i i iλ λ λ λ= −

  
  ( 3)

  

 where  i  is the index number of the fi lter,  S  is the collected 

signal from an area containing a nanoparticle (red square 

in Figure  1 B), and  R  represents the signal collected from a 

nearby area of the sample (green square in Figure  1 B). [ 11 ]  

Figure  1 B shows an example of the  I  sc ( λ i  ) calculation for the 

nanoplate at the location 1 in Figure  1 C. The spectrum of 

the nanoplate is obtained when the  I  sc ( λ i  ) for each fi lter is 

calculated. 

 One of the advantages of our spectrometer is the ability 

to do a massive screen of the spectra of the nanoparticles in 

the entire fi eld of vision (Figure  1 C). When the panel rotates 

one cycle, the spectra of ≈200 nanoparticles in the entire fi eld 

of vision can be obtained (Image in Figure  1 C is only a crop 

of full image). Indeed, we could measure the spectrum of 

the entire fi eld of vision, since the whole image is acquired 

with each narrowband fi lter (Figure S3, Supporting Infor-

mation). Therefore, this technique can acquire the spectrum 

not only of a single nanoparticle, but also of large objects, 

such as a nanowire, a bacterial, a cell, etc. This technique 

may have great potential applications in biology for imaging 

cell with a spectrometer. In this study, the Ag nanoplates 

in Figure  1 C have different colors under the white incident 

light indicating their different sizes and spectra. We obtained 

their spectra in one rotation as shown in Figure  1 D (more 

examples are shown in Figure S4, Supporting Information). 

These spectra are different from each other because the 

size of the Ag nanoplates varies within a large range from 

15 to 100 nm (edge length) (transmission electron micro-

scope (TEM) in Figure S5A, Supporting Information). The 

dots in Figure  1 C were obtained with our homebuilt single 

nanoparticle spectro meter, and the curves were obtained 

with a commercial spectrometer. It can be seen that the 

spectra obtained from the two spectrometers agree very well 

with each other. The difference in the peak locations between 

the two spectro meters is within only ±5 nm (Figure  1 E). 

 The single nanoparticle spectrometer described in this 

paper also has certain other advantages, such as high light trans-

parency (35%–75%), low cost (<$1500), and a high time resolu-

tion in spectrum scanning (<5 s). Due to the accelerated data 
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 Figure 1.    Wide-fi eld and real time spectrum system based on a commercial dark-fi eld microscopy and 25 narrowband fi lters. A) Schematics of 
the experimental setup for the spectrum system. B) Principle to obtain the spectrum of one single Ag nanoplate by using the spectrum system 
in (A). C) Typical dark-fi eld image of the Ag nanoplates taken by color camera before GRR. D) Single nanoparticle LSPR scattering spectra for the 
nanoplates before GRR in (C). The spherical dots are from our home-built spectrometer, and the curves are from a commercial spectrometer. 
E) Accuracy checking. Correlation between the peak wavelength from our home-built spectrometer ( λ  peak1 ) and a commercial spectrometer ( λ  peak2 ) 
for same set of Ag nanoplates. The accuracy of our home-built spectrometer can be controlled within ±5 nm.
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acquisition, we could study the kinetics of reactions on single 

nanoparticles. In this study, we researched the galvanic replace-

ment reaction of single Ag nanoplates in situ and in real time 

through this spectrometer. Due to the high light transparency 

(35%–75%), we could increase the signal from single nano-

particles, especially for the smaller nanoparticles. Due to the 

low cost, this technique will be readily accepted by more labs.  

  2.2.     Spectra of Single Ag Nanoplates Undergoing a GRR 
Taken by the Homebuilt Spectrometer 

 When a H 2 PtCl 6  solution was fl owed into the fl ow cell, a GRR 

occurred immediately on both the faces and edges of the Ag 

nanoplate as illustrated by the two red arrows in  Figure    2  A. The 

literatures show that each individual Ag nanoplate has a three-

layered structure. [ 28,29 ]  These three layers include a defect-

induced hcp Ag crystal layer, which is sandwiched between two 

face centered cubic layers (Figure  2 B). The triangular planes 

have a (111) facet, and the edges have three facets including 

(111), (100) and the facet on the hcp Ag crystal (abbreviated as 

(hcp)) (Figure  2 B). [ 28 ]  Here, we need to mention that the face 

attaching to the glass slide is diffi cult to have GRR, since Ag 

nanoplates are always lying on the glass slide. Therefore, com-

pared to a GRR in solution, the GRR on the faces of the nano-

plate on the glass slide will be slower, while the GRR on the 

edges of the Ag nanoplate will happen at normal rate. 

  With the reaction in progress (Figure  2 C–F), the scattering 

intensity of the triangular Ag nanoplates decreases to a very 

low value or nearly zero. The decrease in scattering indicates 

the dissolution of the Ag nanoplate according to Equation  ( 4)  

 
PtCl 4Ag Pt 4AgCl 2Cl6

2 + → + +− −
    ( 4)  

   Since our homebuilt spectrometer could acquire the 

spectra of the single Ag nanoplates in the entire visual fi eld 

within less than 5 s, we could obtain a series of spectra for each 

single Ag nanoplate during the GRR. Although the GRR is 

rapidly completed within a few minutes at ambient tempera-

ture, we fortunately observed the transition process in our 

experiment. As an example, Figure  2 G shows that the LSPR 

scattering spectrum for a single Ag nanoplate changes over 

time. The peak wavelength shifts from 591 (at 7 s) to 615 nm (at 

491 s), and the relative intensity becomes weaker and weaker. 

The shift of spectrum and the decrease of LSPR scattering 

intensity always occurred simultaneously, thus allowing us to 

study the reaction dynamics of the GRR. When we employ all 

the LSPR scattering spectra for a single Ag nanoplate acquired 

during the GRR, we can obtain the change in the spectrum of 

the single Ag nanoplate with time ( Figure    3  A1). 

    2.3.     Three Types of Time Dependent Spectra for Single 
Nanoplates during the GRR without Tri-Sodium Citrate (TSC) 

 With our homebuilt spectrometer, we could obtain a 

large number of spectra from ≈200 single Ag nanoplates 

undergoing a GRR in the reactant solution without TSC 
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 Figure 2.    GRR on single Ag nanoplates. A) Schematic of GRR on a single Ag nanoplate. B) Different facets on different locations of Ag nanoplate. 
C–F) Dark-fi eld scattering snapshots of Ag nanoplates under the 590 nm fi lter at  t  = 7, 249, 491, and 1217 s. In order to show the single Ag 
nanoplates clear, the snapshot here is only part of the full snapshot. Refer Figure S3 in the Supporting Information for full vision. G) The spectra of 
a single Ag nanoplate at different reaction time. The peak wavelength shifts from 591 to 615 nm.
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(Figure  2 C–F). When we examined these large number of 

time dependent spectra, we found that the time dependent 

spectra could be divided into three types, which were named 

type-a (red shift of the  λ  peak , i.e.,  k λ   |  t    = 0  > 0 ( k λ   (d λ  peak /d t ) 

at time 0 s), in Figure  3 A1,B1), type-b (nearly no shift of 

the  λ  peak , i.e.,  k λ   |  t    = 0  ≈ 0 in Figure  3 A2,B2), and type-c (blue 

shift of the  λ  peak , i.e.,  k λ   |  t    = 0  < 0 in Figure  3 A3,B3) (more 

examples are shown in Figure S6, Supporting Information). 

The histogram of  k λ   |  t    = 0  in Figure  3 A4 shows that type-a 

spectrum has a large percentage 96.3%, while type-b and 

type-c only have very small percentages, 1.5% and 2.2%, 

respectively. These three behaviors indicate that the GRR 

on individual single Ag nanoplates is very complicated. 

 In contrast to the  λ  peak , the scattering intensity for all 

three types continues to decrease during the GRR as shown 

in Figure  3 C. As the GRR going on, more and more Ag 

dissolves into the solution, and more and more Pt, which 

has a weak plasmonic property, deposits onto the Ag nano-

plate. Our control experiment shows that the binding of Pt 

nanoparticles on single Ag nanoplates will not change their 

peak wavelength (Figure S10, Supporting Information). 

According to the literature, the light scattering intensity of 

a nanoparticle is proportional to the square of the particle 

volume. [ 15 ]  Therefore, the LSPR scattering intensity of the 

nanoplate will defi nitely decrease during a GRR due to 

the dissolution of Ag. Figure  3 C4 shows that the value of 

 k I   |  t    = 0  (d(intensity)/d t  at time 0 min) is always negative. 

 The full width at halh maximum (FWHM) of the LSPR 

has been found to have signifi cant broadening even at 

small sizes due to electron-surface scattering. [ 30 ]  Although 

Figure  3  D1-3 show that the FWHM has a monotonous 

increase during the GRR, the histogram of  k FWHM   |  t    = 0  in 

Figure  3 D4 shows that some nanoplates can also show a 

decrease of FWHM. However, the FWHM actually has 

a more complicated relationship with the dimension of 

the nanoparticle. [ 6,15,16 ]  Some evidence indicates that the 

FWHM increases with increased intensity, which is propor-

tional to the volume of the nanoparticle. [ 15,16 ]  However, such 

a conclusion is obviously in confl ict with our observation, 

because the GRR in our research always caused a decrease 

in the volume of Ag. Other studies have indicated that the 

broadened peak is a result of the change in nanostruc-

ture composition from the GRR of Ag nanocubes to form 

Pd–Ag alloy nanoboxes. [ 6 ]  But Figure  3 D4 shows that  k FWHM   
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 Figure 3.    Three types of time dependent spectra for single nanoplates during GRR. A) 2D plots for the time dependent spectra of single nanoplates 
during GRR without TSC. B) Variation of peak wavelength  λ  peak  with time for the spectra in (A), and the histogram of  k λ   |  t    = 0 . These three types 
are type-a (red shift of  λ  peak ), type-b (nearly no shift of  λ  peak ), and type-c (blue shift of  λ  peak ). C) Variation of scattering intensity with time, and 
the histogram of  k I   |  t    = 0 . D) Variation of FWHM with time, and the histogram of  k FWHM   |  t    = 0 . A1–D1, A2–D2, and A3–D3 are for type-a, type-b, and 
type-c, respectively.
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|  t    = 0  (d(FWHM)/d t  at time 0 min) also could have a negative 

value during the GRR. 

 Here, we present that another possible reason for the 

variation in the FWHM may be due to the change inhomo-

geneity of the whole nanoparticle during GRR. The thick-

ness of Ag nanoplate becomes uneven, and the outline of 

the shape also changes and becomes broken during the GRR 

(TEM, Figure S5, Supporting Information). The whole nano-

particle has been divided into various connected domains, 

which have collective electron oscillations in addition to their 

own unique electron oscillations.  

  2.4.     Size Dependent GRR on a Single Ag Nanoplate 

 From Figure  3 A1–A3, we can see that the initial peak wave-

length of single Ag nanoplates decrease for type-a, type-b, 

and type-c. The nanoplates may show size dependent reac-

tion behaviors during GRR. According to the literature, the 

light scattering intensity of a nanoparticle is proportional to 

the square of the particle volume. [ 14 ]  The literature [ 31 ]  and 

our report [ 32 ]  show that the peak wavelength of a Ag nano-

plate has a strong correlation with the nanoplate size; a larger 

size nanoplate has a higher peak wavelength  λ  peak . [ 31,33 ]  We 

can obtain an empirical function for Ag nanoplates by line-

arly fi tting the data in the literature [ 31 ]  and our report. [ 32 ]  The 

peak wavelength can be easily converted to the edge length 

of a Ag nanoplate according to this function 

 
(0.197 0.025) ( 54.5 14.9)peakL λ= ± + − ±

    ( 5)  

    Figure    4   shows that there is a strong negative correlation 

between the  k λ   |  t    = 0  and the corresponding initial peak wave-

length,  λ  peak , i.e., the size of the Ag nanoplate. For smaller 

sizes of nanoplates, there was usually a red shift in the peak 

wavelength,  λ  peak , ( k λ   |  t    = 0  > 0), and these nanoplates had a 

type-a reaction spectrum, as shown in Figure  3 A1. The red 

shift in the  λ  peak  of type-a implies that the aspect ratio of the 

nanoplate quickly increases, which indicates that the rela-

tive activity on the faces is faster than that on the edges, i.e., 

Δ H / H  > Δ L / L . (In this relationship, we defi ne Δ H /( H Δ t ) and 

Δ L /( L Δ t ) as the relative activities on the faces and edges, 

respectively, and Δ t  is the time for reaction.) The aspect ratio 

thus obviously increases according to Equation  ( 2)  . As shown 

in Figure  2 B, there are different facets on the faces and edges 

of a Ag nanoplate. Therefore, the relative activity on the 

Ag(111) facet of the edges is faster than that on the Ag(hcp) 

or Ag(100) facet of the faces, i.e., Δ H /( H Δ t ) > Δ L /( L Δ t ). How-

ever, the absolute reaction rate on both the faces and edges 

is not fast at the beginning, since the decrease rate of inten-

sity at the beginning  k I   |  t    = 0  is slow (Figures  3 C1 and  4 B). 

Figure  4 C shows that the FWHM of nanoparticle decreases 

during GRR indicating the decreasing inhomogeneity of the 

whole nanoparticle. 

  Mid-sized nanoplates usually had no shift in the peak 

wavelength,  λ  peak , ( k λ   |  t    = 0  ≈ 0) and had a type-b reaction 

spectrum, as shown in Figures  3 A2 and  4 A. No obvious shift 

in the  λ  peak  of type-b implies that the aspect ratio of the nano-

plate does not change appreciably. The relative activity on the 

faces is similar to that on the edges, i.e., Δ H / H  ≈ Δ L / L . Thus, 

there is no obvious increase in the aspect ratio according to 

Equation  ( 2)  . Figure  4 B shows that the absolute reaction rate 

on both the faces and edges at the beginning was faster than 

that of type-a because the absolute value of  k I   |  t    = 0  is larger. 

Figure  4 C shows that the FWHM of nanoparticle doesn’t 

change much during GRR indicating no change of inhomo-

geneity of the whole nanoparticle. 

 Larger sized nanoplates usually had a blue shift of peak 

wavelength  λ  peak  ( k λ   |  t    = 0  < 0), and had type-c reaction spec-

trum, as shown in Figure  3 A3 and Figure S9A (Supporting 

Information). The blue shift in the  λ  peak  of type-c implies 

that the aspect ratio of the nanoplate quickly decreases. The 

relative activity on the faces is slower than that on the edges, 

i.e., Δ H / H  < Δ L / L . Hence, the aspect ratio has an obvious 

decrease according to Equation  ( 2)  . But, absolute reaction 

rate on both the faces and edges was pretty fast even at the 

beginning, since the absolute decrease rate of the intensity is 

fast for larger sized nanoplates at the beginning (Figure  4 B). 

Figure  4 C shows that the FWHM of nanoparticle increases 

during GRR indicating the increasing inhomogeneity of the 

whole nanoparticle. Therefore, this research successfully 

demonstrates that the same facet on nanoparticles of dif-

ferent sizes could show different activities, even if these nan-

oparticles have the same shape. The different activities could 

be due to defects [ 34,35 ]  or surface tension. [ 36 ]   

  2.5.     Effect of TSC on the GRR at the Single Nanoparticle Level 

 TSC as a capping ligand has different binding affi nities on 

different facets of a Ag nanoplate. Usually, the TSC ligand is 

strongly adsorbed onto the (111) facet and drives the growth 
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 Figure 4.    Correlation between the corresponding initial peak wavelength  λ  peak  (or size) and A)  k λ   |  t    = 0 , B)  k I   |  t    = 0 , C)  k  FWHM  |  t    = 0 . The correlation 
coeffi cient  ρ  is shown in the fi gure.
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of a triangular nanoplate or hexagonal nanoplate along the 

(100) facet during the synthesis of a Ag nanoplate. [ 37 ]  Fur-

thermore, the LSPR peak wavelength of a Ag nanoplate 

strongly depends on the concentration of TSC. [ 37,38 ]  When 

the TSC ligand is added to the H 2 PtCl 6  solution for a GRR, 

the TSC adsorbs onto the surface of a Ag nanoplate. The 

coverage of TSC on different facets of the Ag nanoplate is 

strongly dependent on the concentration of TSC and the 

binding affi nities of TSC for these facets. The GRR will 

happen on the unbound area of the facets. Therefore, it can 

be predicted that TSC has a remarkable effect on the GRR 

of single Ag nanoplates. 

  Figure    5  A–F displays the distributions of  k λ   |  t    = 0  during 

a GRR with different concentrations of TSC. The  k λ   |  t    = 0  for 

each TSC concentration ranged from a negative to positive 

value indicating that the three types of reactions were always 

present. However, the values of the average  k λ   |  t   = 0  (〈 k λ   |  t    = 0 〉) 

at different TSC concentrations were different, as shown in 

Figure  5 G. At the TSC concentrations lower or higher than 

1.5 × 10 –3   m , the 〈 k λ   |  t    = 0 〉 was larger than zero, which means 

that more Ag nanoplates shifted red. That is, more Ag nan-

oplates had relatively higher GRR rates on the two faces. 

The percentage of type-a will be higher at such TSC concen-

trations (Figure  5 H). However, at a TSC concentration of 

1.5 × 10 –3   m , the 〈 k λ   |  t    = 0 〉 was smaller than zero, which means 

that more Ag nanoplates shifted blue. That is, more Ag nano-

plates had a relatively higher GRR rates on the edges of the 

Ag nanoplate. Under this condition, the coverage of TSC on 

the two faces was much greater than that on the edges. As a 

result, type-b has the highest population, and type-a has the 

lowest one at 1.5 × 10 –3   m  TSC (Figure  5 H). Notably, the TSC 

concentration of 1.5 × 10 –3   m  is also the exact concentration 

used for the Ag nanoplate synthesis. 

  Figure  5 I shows the FWHM TSC  of the distributions of 

 k λ   |  t    = 0  during the GRR at different TSC concentrations. 

The FWHM TSC  continued to decrease until 2.0 × 10 –3   m  TSC 

and then sharply increased. The smaller FWHM TSC  indi-

cates a sharper distribution of reaction behaviors as shown 

in Figure  5 A–F. During nanosynthesis, a sharper distribution 

of reaction behaviors is helpful in synthesizing more homo-

geneous nanoparticles. In particular, at 2.0 × 10 –3   m  TSC, 

the FWHM TSC  had the narrowest distribution, as shown 

in Figure  5 I. At such a TSC concentration, the value of the 

〈 k λ   |  t    = 0 〉 was approximately zero in Figure  5 E, which means 

that the relative rates for the two faces and sides were nearly 

the same, i.e., Δ H / H  ≈ Δ L / L . 

 Figure S9 in the Supporting Information shows that there 

is a strong negative correlation between the rate of change 
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 Figure 5.    Statistics of  k λ   |  t    = 0  during GRR at different concentrations of TSC. A–F) Histogram of change rate of  λ  peak  during GRR at 0–2.5 × 10 –3   M  
TSC. G) Effect of TSC concentration on the average of  k λ   |  t    = 0  (〈 k λ   |  t    = 0 〉) in (A–F). H) Percentages of different types at different TSC concentrations. 
Here, we defi ne the types according to the range of  k λ   |  t    = 0 . Type-a ( k λ   |  t    = 0  > 0.1), type-b (–0.1 ≤  k λ   |  t    = 0  ≤ 0.1), and type-c ( k λ   |  t    = 0 ←0.1). I) Effect 
of TSC concentration on the FWHM of the distribution in (A–F). H 2 PtCl 6  (50 × 10 –3   M ) with different concentration TSC (0–2.5 × 10 –3   M ).
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of the peak wavelength,  k λ   |  t    = 0 , and the corresponding ini-

tial peak wavelength,  λ  peak , for different TSC concentrations 

including 0, 1.5 × 10 –3 , and 2.5 × 10 –3   m  TSC. It is commonly 

known that a larger size of nanoplate has a higher peak 

wavelength,  λ  peak . [ 31,33 ]  Therefore, Figure S9 in the Supporting 

Information indicates that larger-sized nanoplates usually 

have a blue shift in the peak wavelength,  λ  peak , and have a 

type-c reaction spectrum. Smaller-sized nanoplates usually 

have a red shift in the peak wavelength,  λ  peak , and have a 

type-a reaction spectrum. Figure S9 in the Supporting Infor-

mation also implies that the faces of larger size nanoplates 

are densely covered with TSC. The protection is stronger 

at higher TSC concentrations due to the higher correlation 

coeffi cient, e.g.,  ρ  = –0.55, at 2.5 × 10 –3   m  TSC. Therefore, our 

research demonstrates that the factors that infl uence nano-

synthesis can be deeply studied by our method at the single-

nanoparticle level.   

  3.     Conclusion 

 In this paper, we made a simple but effective spectrometer, 

which is based on a commercial dark-fi eld microscopy and 

25 narrowband fi lters. This spectrometer has many advan-

tages, such as high light transparency (35%–75%), low cost, 

massively screening, and a high time resolution in spectrum 

scanning (<5 s). This spectrometer can massively screen the 

spectra of single nanoparticles in the entire fi eld of vision. By 

using this spectrometer, we studied the GRR on single Ag 

nanoplates in situ and in real time. We fi nd that the FWHM, 

intensity, and peak wavelength of single Ag nanoplates 

change with the GRR in progress. The scattering intensity 

of single Ag nanoplates always shows monotonous decrease, 

while FWHM and peak wavelength could show three dif-

ferent behaviors, i.e., increase, constant, and decrease during 

the GRR. We attribute such diverse change to the different 

reaction rates of GRR on the faces and edges of Ag nano-

plate. Nevertheless, the relative reaction rates of different 

facets could vary a lot under different concentrations of TSC. 

This research shows that the growth mechanism of nano-

particles and the functions of growth factors can be studied 

by our single nanoparticle spectrometer, and the optimum 

conditions also can be extracted from the study.  

  4.     Experimental Section 

  Materials and Characterizations : All commercial materials were 
used as received unless specifi ed. The nanostructure and compo-
sition of silver nanoplates were characterized by TEM, scanning 
electron microscope (SEM) (Quanta 400 FEG; FEI), and energy 
diffraction X-ray (EDX) (EDAS) at (Chinese Academy of Sciences) 
CAS-Platform for characterization and test in Suzhou Institute of 
Nano-tech and Nano-bionics. Absorption spectra were taken on a 
Shimadzu UV-3600 with 1 nm resolution at fast scan speed. The 
UV–vis spectrum was done in PerkinElmer Lambda 750. 

  Synthesis of Ag Nanoplates : For a typical procedure to syn-
thesize the Ag nanoplates, [ 37 ]  silver nitrate (AgNO 3 , 0.05  M , 
25 µL) (Aladdin), and TSC dehydrate (C 6 H 5 Na 3 O 7 .2H 2 O, 75 × 10 –3   M , 

0.25 mL) (Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd) were successively 
added into 12 mL ultrapure water with stir at room temperature 
in air. Then, sodium borohydride (NaBH 4 , 100 × 10 –3   M , 125 µL) 
(Sinopharm Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd) was rapidly injected into 
the mixture at vigorously stirring. Immediately, the colloidal solu-
tion turned to a light-yellow due to the formation of small silver 
nanoparticles. One minute later, H 2 O 2  (30 wt%, 30 µL) (Sinopharm 
Chemical Reagent Co., Ltd) was added dropwise. With the addition 
of hydrogen peroxide, the color of the solution changed gradually 
from yellow to blue indicating the morphology changed from nano-
particle to nanoplate. 

  Dark-Field Measurements : Dark-fi eld measurements were per-
formed using an Olympus IX71 microscope. The single Ag nano-
plates were illuminated by standard 100 W halogen lamp (Olympus 
U-LH 100 L-3) focused through an Olympus U-DCW NA1.2-1.4 oil 
immersion dark fi eld condenser. The scattering signal was col-
lected by a 60X NA1.2 water-immersion objective, and detected 
by an ANDOR Ixon DU-897D-CS0-#BV EMCCD camera operated at 
50 ms frame rate. The experimental scheme of dark-fi eld micro-
scopy and a liquid fl ow reactor cell is shown in Figure  1 A. A typical 
wide-fi eld dark-fi eld image of single Ag nanoplates before GRR is 
shown in Figure  1 B. Most of the nanoplates are separated very well. 

 A fl ow cell, 100 µm (height) × 2 cm (length) × 5 mm (width), 
formed by double-sided tapes sandwiched between a glass slide 
(Henghao, China) and a borosilicate coverslip (Citoglas, China), 
was used to hold aqueous reactant solutions for dark-fi eld meas-
urements. Reactant solutions were supplied in continuous fl ow at 
10 µL min −1  using a syringe pump. All dark-fi eld imaging experi-
ments of nanoparticle reaction were carried out at room temper-
ature with 50 × 10 –3   M  H 2 PtCl 6  (Nanjing Precious Metal Factory, 
China). This fl ow cell reaction reactor provided a steady-state 
reaction condition, under which all GRR kinetics of single Ag nano-
plates was measured. 

  Homebuilt Spectrometer for Single Nanoparticle Spectrum 
Measurement : In order to massively screen the spectra of the 
single Ag nanoplates on slide, a homebuilt spectrometer was 
made based on the dark-fi eld microscopy as shown in Figure  1 A. 
First of all, the silver nanoplates were well dispersed on the slide, 
which was assembled into a microfl uidic reactor. Second, the 
silver nanoplates on the slide were irradiated by the 25 narrow-
band lights, which were obtained by 25 narrowband fi lters as 
shown in Figure  1 A. The central wavelength of the 25 fi lters is 
400, 420, 436, 451, 470, 489, 510, 529, 551, 571, 590, 614, 
630, 651, 669, 690, 713, 733, 753, 771, 788, 808, 829, 851, 
and 880 nm, respectively. Third, the scattering signal of nano-
plates under different lights was recorded by an EMCCD camera. 
Fourth, normalized scattering spectra  I  sc  from single nanoplates 
were obtained by 

 
I S R Ri i i i/sc λ λ λ λ( )( ) ( ) ( ) ( )= −

  
  ( 6)

  

 where  i  is the index number of the fi lter,  S  is the collected signal 
from an area containing a nanoparticle, and  R  represents the 
signal collected from a nearby area of the sample (identical sam-
pling area but without particles). [ 11 ]  The spectra of the nanoplates 
at the locations 1, 2, 3, and 4 are shown in Figure  1 C. 

 The spectra of the single Ag nanoplates are checked by a com-
mercial spectrometer, which is composed of an Olympus BX60 
optical microscope integrated with an Acton SpectraPro 2300i 
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monochromator and a Princeton Instruments Pixis 512B charge-
coupled device.  
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 Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library 
or from the author.  
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